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How to have a vision on Japanese stocks

A series of reports on the market outlook for the New Year are issued every year. People

like to read articles with optimistic titles such as “the Nikkei225 will reach JPY30000” but

this type of information hardly helps you in planning investment strategies either for clients

or yourself. As you know, human beings can never forecast the future correctly. This data

might only be a pump & dump by the commentator. So I recommend you have your own

mid-/long-term scenario on future stock markets and update it every time you hear new

news reports.

One method that might help you to create your personal scenario is utilising the chart

template below. You think about six topics (examples shown) written in the far-left rows,

starting from the current quarter to three quarters ahead, and then filling in each following

column. Then you move to the next topic. I learned this method when I was first assigned to

the investment department. The merit of this chart is that it covers not only the imminent

future but also mid-/long-term futures. So you can sort out your views on each topic in

various perspectives.

Chart 1: Outlook for the Japanese Stock Market
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Source: Chart 1 created by SMDAM (Tokyo), January 2021.
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You can see how to complete each column in the chart below.

Chart 2: Outlook for the Japanese Stock Market in 2021

When you fill out columns for the economic outlook, take into consideration the momentum.

Don’t analyse the current economic conditions. You should look ahead into the future and

estimate in which direction the economy will go, because stock markets are more responsive to

changes than the status. One more thing I have to add is that you should refer to leading

economic indicators, such as the ISM Manufacturing PMI in the US and the Economy Watchers

Survey (the average of the diffusion index (DI) for current economic conditions and the same

for future ones), rather than coincidental ones such as GDP given that stock prices always go

ahead of the economy. You should consider when these indicators will bottom out/peak and

what events will affect these indicators. Then mark either ‘〇’, ‘△’ or ‘×’, which mean positive,

neutral and negative to stock markets respectively, in each column based on your judgment.

Please refer to explanations at the end for columns subsequent to ‘Economic outlook’. Now let

me draw up an investment strategy based on the chart above as an example.

Given many ‘×’ for the January-to-March quarter, I take a bearish position, which means I

reduce the ratio of stocks, especially economically sensitive names.

Given many ‘〇’ for the April-to-June quarter with very few risk events predicted, I shall take a

bullish position.

Given mainly ‘△‘ for the July-to-September quarter (the market might be volatile with

uncertainties.), I take a neutral position.

Noting few political events for the October-to-December quarter, I take a position in which I can

benefit from a change of rules to calculate the TOPIX.

Source: Chart 2 created by SMDAM (Tokyo), January 2021.
'〇,'  '△,' and '×' mean positive, neutral, negative to stock markets respectively.
PER: Price/Earnings Ratio.
PMI: Purchasing Managers Index.

Jan-Mar 2021 Apr-Jun 2021 Jul-Sep 2021 Oct-Dec 2021

Economic 

outlook/ 

Earnings 

forecast

× Worse (Economy Watchers 

Survey).

× Worse (ISM Manufacturing 

PMI in the US).

〇 Better. △ Flat because 'Go to' 

travel campaign will be 

over.

〇 Better.

Valuation ×Overpriced in terms of PER of 

TOPIX components (17x), 

based on projected earnings for 

the next 12 months.

×Overpriced in terms of PER of 

S&P500 components (23x), 

based on projected earnings for 

the next 12 months.

- - -

Monetary 

policy

〇Easing both in the US and 

Japan,

×BoJ decided to reduce ETF 

purchases.

〇 Easing both in the 

US and Japan.

〇 Easing both in the 

US and Japan.

〇 Easing both in the 

US and Japan.

Political 

event

×US Senate run-off races in 

Georgia.

△ State of the Union address 

(US).

△ National People's Congress 

(China).

- △Tokyo Olympics/ 

Lower House Elections.

△ National election in 

Germany.

△ The 100th anniversary 

of the Chinese 

Communist Party.

-

Supply & 

Demand/ 

Sentiment

×The II Bull-Bear Spread is too 

high.

× Merrill Lynch FM Survey 

suggests the market is 

overvalued.

- - -

Others △ New rules to calculate the 

TOPIX will be decided. 

- △ Market cap of 

marketable stocks have 

to be at least JPY10 

billion to remain in the 

TSE prime market.

-

Issue Period
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You get to know vaguely how deeply experts who comment on market outlook are actually

thinking about major issues at each moment by creating this chart by yourself. If their lectures

or articles help you fill this chart, they should be a valuable news source.

How to fill out columns following ‘Economic outlook’

▪ Earnings: Earnings results of domestic companies are mostly determined by economic

conditions and exchange rates. Given the latter factor is unpredictable, comments

concerning earnings are filled out only when they are likely to buck the economic trend e.g.

corporate tax cuts, an introduction of new accounting rules etc).

▪ Valuation: The appropriate level of stock price valuation is said to be 15 in terms of PERs,

based on earnings for the past 12 months. When those figures don’t serve as a useful

reference due to some reasons such as a recession, you can use projected earnings for the

next fiscal year or other indicators such as the average price/book ratio (PBR) for the past

10 years.

▪ Monetary policies: In principle, you keep an eye on when the central bank will raise or cut

interest rates. In recent years, you also had better pay attention to its policy changes in

Japanese government bond (JGB), corporate bond and ETF purchases as these

unconventional measures are gaining importance.

▪ Political events: Elections that lead to changes of government or ruling party as well as

replacements of the Bank of Japan (BoJ) governor and the US Fed chairman always have

important implications. Other points of attention depend on international negotiations on

finance, trade, exchange rates as well as geopolitical issues.

▪ Supply and demand sentiment: You look over investor sentiment and examine whether

there are any big events ahead that sway stock prices. The Investors Intelligence Bull/Bear

spread among institutional investors (the widening gap between bulls and bears means

overheating of markets) and a Bank of America fund manager survey (arise in the allocation

of stocks or a decline in the cash ratio means overheating of markets) are considered as

typical indicators of sentiment.

▪ Others: Any phenomenon that is not applied to items mentioned above but are likely to have

implications in stock markets should be written here.
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